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Although many of Overton’s friends chose to 
move to New York after graduation, he decided 

to stay in Utah, the state that has inspired
him since childhood.

When friends and relatives agree to sit for Brad Overton, they never know how he will paint them. “What’s 
often happened is that they look at the character i’ve created and see parallels in their lives,” says Overton. “i feel like i’m 
tapping into something in that person. it’s a mysterious process for me.”
     Overton’s new show opens June 3 at Blue rain Gallery and features portraits in oil of men, women, and children either 
dressed in elaborate costumes or wearing extravagant makeup. sometimes Overton creates a study before launching into a 
full portrait, but just as often he begins a painting during the short sitting. “for the first time, i’ve decided to show some of 
the studies alongside the paintings,” he says about the latest exhibit. “Usually, i keep the studies to myself.”
     Overton’s works reflect the artist’s lifelong love of theater and opera, which he studied at the University of Utah while 
pursuing a major in art. although many of his friends chose to move to new York after graduation, he decided to stay in 
Utah, the state that has inspired him since childhood.

Ophelia Rising, oil on canvas, 48 x 60"

Persephone in Hades, oil on Belgian linen, 32 x 26"Ides of Mictlan, oil, ground stone, resin, and 12-karat gold on canvas, 70 x 60"

Desdemona in Blue, oil on canvas, 48 x 48"

     Portraits have always fascinated Overton, but it has taken time 
for him to allow certain kinds of expression to appear in his work. 
“it used to be that an image, perhaps a dark one, would pop into my 
mind and i would ask myself if i should put it in the painting,” he 
notes. “now, i go along with my impulses.” 

embodying Myth through imagination: new Portraits and figures by 
Brad Overton, through June 18, reception June 3, 5–7 pm, Blue Rain Gallery,  
130 Lincoln, blueraingallery.com

Brad Overton 
portraying more than people 

by emily van Cleve
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